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PASSIONATE ABOUT
PERFECTION
More than 35 years of experience in the planning and realization of individual prefabricated dream homes and thousands of realized buildings with a size of 10 to 5,000 m²
– that’s STECO-Haus GmbH. The growth-oriented family
business is the efficient partner for private builders and developers who put great emphasis on top quality and individuality at affordable prices and want to make use of flexible
fit-out concepts.
STECO-Haus GmbH is part of the STECO Group that plans
and builds houses in Europe and beyond and has around
280 employees. We use the latest technology for the manufacture of prefabricated home elements, which takes place
in our own state-of-the-art plant STECO CENTAR. With a
production area of approximately 12,000 m² and a living
space capacity of about 48,000 m² per year, it is one of the
most efficient plants of its kind in Europe and allows the realization of high-quality, unique houses at attractive prices.

CONVINCING
QUALITY CONCEPT
Our concept is as simple as it is ingenious: We plan your
home according to your needs and manufacture the components in our plant. Our own permanently employed staff
assemble the elements on your property professionally.
Your dream home is ready within only a few days, including
roofing, tinsmith work and exterior plaster – complete from
the outside and ready for fit-out on the inside. You can have
regional crafts businesses carry out the work for you or do it
yourself to save costs. It’s a convincing system: Thousands

C O M PA N Y

of satisfied customers in many countries are the best proof!

C O N S U LTAT I O N A N D P L A N N I N G
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COMPETENT
PLANNING FOR
UNIQUE HOUSES
A detailed, perfect plan is the prerequisite for a home that is
tailored to your needs in terms of design and functionality.
Therefore, our experts discuss with you in detail what your
house should look like and which requirements it has to
meet. Our experienced architects then plan a house according to your ideas and budget.
Their work incorporates all our know-how and experience,
which result from decades of collaboration with builders
– we know what works and matters and we see the big
picture and every detail. The planning phase is intense and
requires several meetings, but it’s always worth it. Only perfect preparation leads to the houses we build: Homes for
life that spark long-term enthusiasm!
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
FORM OF SUSTAINABILITY
Our houses provide a healthy, comfortable interior climate thanks to healthy building
materials, possible hybrid solutions as well as an excellent energy efficiency rating.
The energy saving regulations (“EnEV”) determine the maximum primary energy requirements of a newly built house*. Our construction meets these standards excellently and, depending on the technical features, also includes the highest possible
efficiency class! You can benefit from attractive federal funding for energy-efficient
buildings (BEG, formerly known as KfW and BAFA funding) according to the fit-out of
the house. This means that you can receive direct subsidies for the investments, or

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

loans at special conditions with high repayment bonuses that do not have to be repaid.

EFFICIENCY HOUSE 55

EFFICIENCY HOUSE 40

EFFICIENCY HOUSE 40PLUS

Thanks to our perfectly insulated walls

If a central or decentralized ventilation

Your house is particularly energy-efficient

and roofs as well as the energy-saving

system with heat recovery is also in-

if it is equipped with a photovoltaic system

windows, all our houses easily achieve

stalled in an efficiency house 55, our

that features an electrical storage. You

the efficiency house 55** energy stand-

houses easily achieve the next best

then achieve the best efficiency house

ard if an air-water heat pump with un-

energy standard: efficiency house 40**.

40plus** energy standard and heat and

derfloor or ceiling heating is installed.

cool with self-generated, free electricity.

* According to the German funding guidelines
* * The values 55 or 40 indicate that the building requires only 55 % or even 40 % primary energy compared with the legally admissible consumption rates according to EnEV 2019 (As of: 04/2021)

WE CAN DO
H YBRID
Hybrid construction means combining the advantages of
different systems to create a new, better system. Our sophisticated hybrid construction makes it possible! In cooperation
with our system partner Dennert, we have combined the proven advantages of prefabricated homes with the advantages
of prefabricated massive constructions. Your prefabricated
STECO house is thus constructed in the established, highly
heat-insulated, dry and fast manner, but features the innovative Dennert DX prefabricated ceilings and, if requested,
also prefabricated stairs made of massive concrete.

TOP HEAT-INSULATED PREFABRICATED WALL
The prefabricated wall. Thanks to these walls, which are prefabricated at the plant, your house is built within 2-3 days – dry
and closed, protected against rain and weather. The excellent
thermal insulation value of your walls guarantees a comfortable
interior climate and best energy efficiency. Healthy building
materials and an excellent insulation value of the walls guarantee a comfortable interior climate and best energy efficiency.

MASSIVE CONCRETE CEILING
DX ceiling + heating/cooling. These concrete ceilings, which
are prefabricated at the plant, will arrive dry at the construction site and have full loading capacity immediately after installation. Significantly increased noise insulation, higher fire
resistance as well as optional, highly efficient ceiling heating/
cooling represent an even bigger upgrade to your home.
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JUST AS YOU LIKE
Individuality is the measure of all things for us. You can
therefore choose from three fit-out options – from refined
shell to turnkey houses. Your house concept is always tailored to your needs and consists of the elements BASEMENT/BASE PLATE – TECHNOLOGY – ELECTRICITY –
PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION

VENTILATION – SOLAR – in these three fit-out options:

C O M F O R T F I T- O U T

E A S Y F I T- O U T

O W N F I T- O U T

If requested, regional specialist compa-

Saving up to €25,000 EUR through

If you choose this option, you’ll do the

nies of all trades fit out the refined shell

personal contributions – that is the

entire fit-out yourself and can save even

that we have constructed – through to

underlying concept. You plan and or-

more. As indicated above, you can

turnkey delivery.

ganize the fit-out of your house in co-

save many construction costs through

operation with specialist companies.

personal contributions. Everything is in

The fit-out is always coordinated indi-

your own hands, i.e. you carry out the

vidually between the specialist com-

fit-out yourself, through your own fund-

panies and you: You contribute what

ing and labor, or in cooperation with

you can and want to contribute, and

contracted companies. Saving even

the specialist companies take care of

more is impossible!

everything else for you. Contact us –
it’s easier than you might think.

Simply design your house with us in the way that suits you best! All agreed construction services are listed in the construction service
description so that you know exactly what you get from us and how much it costs.

QUALITY AND SAFETY
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WHAT YOU
C AN RELY ON
We build your dream home with know-how and experience, innovative methods and
high-quality ecological materials. But, most importantly, we do this with passion. It
continually drives us to become even better, optimize things and create something
exceptionally great for you.
You trust us with making your dream come true and creating your personal living
space, and we are aware of our responsibility. You can rely on getting fair and professional advice from us as well as having your house built at an agreed fixed price and
in a quality that will make you happy in the long run. Comprehensive warranties and
our good reputation, which we have earned thanks to outstanding services, stand for
this promise.
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HOMES WITH
A BUILT-IN
PERSONALITY
We realize stylish houses of all sizes and variations. Each
of our buildings is unique – your STECO home will be very

REFERENCES

special, too.

www.fenster-ajm.at
www.fenster-ajm.ch

Fenster I Türen I Sonnenschutz

Ein
besserer
Blick auf
die Welt.
Mit Fachkenntnissen, Erfahrung und Innovation schaffen
wir energieeffiziente Bauelemente einer neuen Generation.
Unser großes Fensterangebot umfasst verschiedene
Materialien und Modelle, von klassischem über modernes
Design bis hin zur exklusiven, patentierten Zero-Sash-Linie.

ZERO SASH

PVC

Holz & ALU

ALU

Holz

PVC & ALU
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THANK YOU
… to our business partners whose advertisements have
contributed to this brochure. We look forward to continuing
our good cooperation!

Our project in Angola

EPS Wärmeisolierung
EPS/EPP Fußbodenheizung
T: +387 35 705 163
E: kontak@terrasit.com

www.terrasit.com

Leading
company for
KVH and DUO.

ABIES Austria Holzverarbeitung GmbH
4664 Oberweis, Nr. 401, Austria
mail: abies@abies-austria.at
phone: +43 (0) 7612 / 63 777
www.abies-austria.at

ABIES

Austria
Holzverarbeitung GmbH

Alfred Warth jun.

Telefon: 07222-22929

Stettiner Str. 15

Fax: 07222-29429

76437 Rastatt

DER TRENDSETTER FÜR ROLLLÄDEN,
RAFFSTOREN UND TEXTILSCREENS
ROLTEK ist führender Hersteller für Rollläden,

clever4ever

Raffstoren und Textilscreens. Lassen Sie sich von

Die Experten Ihrer Region

unserer Qualität, Individualität und unserem Design

Geldanlage • Finanzierung • Immobilien • Versicherung
clever4ever GmbH Mail: info@c4e.de Web: www.c4e.de
Ringstr. 25 | 77704 Oberkirch Fon 07802-87 81 727 Fax 07802-87 81 728
Senefelderstr. 4 | 77656 Offenburg Fon 0781-99 07 490 Fax 07 81- 99 07 49 29

überzeugen.
✓ Individuelle Lösungen für alle komplexen technischen
Fragen und baulichen Herausforderungen
✓ 5 Jahre Garantie – Langlebigkeit und Stabilität
unserer Produkte stehen für uns im Vordergrund

Gerüstbau und Verleih
Peter Gärtner

Langestraße 17 · 76467 Bietigheim
07245 / 86 705
gaggly@t-online.de
0179 / 66 29 104

✓ Innovative Funkfernbedienung und Smart Home
Kompatibilität
✓ Fortschrittliche Technik und Komfort
✓ Passion für Qualität – Wärmeschutz und
Sonnenschutz auf höchstem Niveau

ROLTEK D.O.O.
T: +43 463 50 40 12 | E: info@roltek.at | www.roltek.at

Patrick Kriegel GmbH

Patrick Kriegel GmbH
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
Patrick Kriegel GmbH
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft
Patrick Kriegel GmbH

Steuerberatungsgesellschaft

Patrick Kriegel GmbH Senefelderstraße 4 77656 Offenburg Tel.: 0781-9902060
Kriegel GmbH
Senefelderstraßewww.stb-kriegel.de
4 77656 Offenburg Tel.: 0781-9902060
info@stb-kriegel.de
Fax:Patrick
0781-99020629
Patrick Kriegel GmbH
Senefelderstraße 4 77656 Offenburg Tel.: 0781-9902060
Fax: 0781-99020629 info@stb-kriegel.de www.stb-kriegel.de
Fax:Kriegel
0781-99020629
info@stb-kriegel.de
Patrick
GmbH Senefelderstraße
4 77656www.stb-kriegel.de
Offenburg Tel.: 0781-9902060
Fax: 0781-99020629 info@stb-kriegel.de www.stb-kriegel.de

RAFFSTOREN

ROLLLÄDEN

TEXTILSCREENS

INSEKTENSCHUTZ

HAUS

STECO HAUS

STECO-Haus GmbH
Im Rollfeld 20
76532 Baden-Baden
P: +49 7221 189564-3
info@steco-haus.de

steco-haus.de
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We build the future.

